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poetry by
Nels Hanson

Encore

The story retains its sting like alum 
though ancient tragic past, a “Glass 
Menagerie,” the injury incurred years 
before your birth, your dead parents
small children then. Still, the tireless

echo and re-echo, scream of someone 
flailing in a well, descending whorls 
of a child’s bleeding ear that first heard 
the tale. At 60 you can’t forget or get 
the ringing out. This thing you never 

saw replays itself, resisting cause or 
explanation, the way no one fathoms
who Iago is. The wound won’t close, 
a door ajar to darkened haunted stage, 
one shadowed scene unfolding always

despite your efforts at erasure, attempts 
to alter and reverse the evil script’s sad 
end, transform to joy the botched finale, 
or madly haul old ropes to drop at last 
mothy curtain down, muffle the brief

and awful monologue. My 12-year-old 
Aunt Lila, crippled from birth by polio, 
enduring 18 useless surgeries by quacks 
in San Francisco’s Shriners’ Hospital, 
was an avid reader, at home exhausting 

eight tall stacks our town’s Carnegie 
Library offered. Plays especially Lila 
loved and studied carefully the list of 
characters, each new school production 
not yet cast. Finally, once, the perfect 

role of roles, brave heroine just her age
and both legs damaged in a raging fire—
a random but fateful accident, kindly
blind lodger overturning a lamp left 
burning. The actress limps as Tiny Tim,
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with pain and difficulty, depending on 
crutches without complaint, a beacon
to all who see her. Eagerly Lila awaits 
the call for players, each after-school 
secretly practicing her lines, every line

of others, exactly memorized, ready for 
fated afternoon when parts are chosen. 
The teacher, her name lost like names
of torturers, gone decades longer than 
my aunt is now, welcomes would-be 

thespians, smartly claps hands and calls 
for quiet. Among the ranks of hopeful
actors she turns to one, yes, to waiting 
Lila, asking: “For the lame girl’s role
may we borrow your two crutches?”
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